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3. Employee settlements/releases abroad
We have been discussing overseas terminations against the backdrop of a fired employee 
asserting rights in local labor court, but in actual practice most firing disputes get resolved 
out of court. Of course, settlements are grounded in the parties’ predictions of what a labor 
court would award on the facts. 

Account for settlement-specific issues. Often employment separations get structured  
as resignations in exchange for severance payments, and perhaps also in exchange for a 
release, waiver, or (in the UK) a “compromise agreement.” Employment-context releases 
raise issues of: enforceability under local law, ideal local boilerplate text, execution 
formalities and consideration. Jurisdictions like Brazil will not enforce employment-context 
releases except to the limited extent they act as receipts proving amounts already paid  
(for a full release, those jurisdictions require a court dismissal with prejudice disposing of a 
court-filed lawsuit). Many jurisdictions, including Mexico and much of Central America, 
require that a binding employment-context release be ratified/“rubber stamped” by a local 
government labor agency, labor court or notary. A UK “compromise agreement” must be 
co-signed by the employee’s solicitor. 

France has recently recognized a unique and increasingly common category for mutually 
agreed terminations (“rupture conventionnelle”) that falls between a firing and a resignation.

4. Reductions-in-force outside the US
An essay on US reductions-in-force declares that RIFs are “so ubiquitous in the American 
corporate landscape” because “[t]here are few options when business levels no longer
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Challenge:

Overseas, terminating an individual employee or doing a reduction-in-force is far more complex 
and heavily regulated than in the employment-at-will US.

Pointer:

Account for all levels of termination laws before dismissing an overseas employee. Project-
manage outside-US layoffs to account for local laws. In a cross-border downsizing, use tailored 
local-country “field guides” to address all the legal issues.
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support the size and scope of company operations.” (“Your Next 
Reduction in Force: The Dirty Little Secret,” Employment Law 360, 
Aug 11, 2008.) That essay cautions that US RIFs “cost money 
rather than save money in the short run,” “monopolize scarce 
management resources and cause significant hardship,” and “in 
the worst circumstances” cause both “enormous legal liability” 
and “professional humiliation and financial ruin” for the 
“responsible executives.” The fact that jurisdictions outside the  
US regulate RIFs so much more comprehensively than does  
the US means that these drawbacks to US RIFs loom as even  
greater threats abroad. RIFs outside the US (called “collective 
redundancies,” “collective dismissals,” “mass terminations,” 
“retrenchments” or “restructurings”) always seem to involve 
more costs, delays and problems than US management 
anticipated at the outset. Multicountry RIFs can be hugely 
expensive, with set-asides for “restructuring costs” easily  
reaching millions of dollars. 

Before deciding to embark on an overseas staff reduction, take 
two preliminary steps: Reconsider RIFs abroad and put aside the 
US approach:

■■ Reconsider RIFs abroad. With overseas RIFs so heavily 
regulated and expensive, the first step in doing a mass layoff 
outside the US should be to re-examine the threshold RIF 
decision in the first place. Compared with their overseas-based 
competitors, US businesses operating abroad can be too quick 
to resort to layoffs as a response to an economic downturn, an 
internal restructuring or a merger/acquisition/divestiture. Within 
US employment-at-will, a layoff may be a logical response in 
these contexts because, stateside, the main laws in play are the 
comparatively benign US W.A.R.N. Act (29 USC. Section 2101), 
state equivalents and disparate-impact analysis under 
discrimination laws. Abroad, though, because laws regulating 
layoffs are much more comprehensive, expensive and (from  
an employer’s viewpoint) intrusive, locally based businesses 
reflexively try to avoid “collective redundancies” except as a last 
resort. The lesson for a US multinational is that before deciding 
to do an overseas RIF, think about why locally based competitors 
might pursue a different strategy in the face of similar economic 
pressures. Are there cheaper, more streamlined alternatives to  
a RIF, like: incentivized voluntary RIFs, voluntary retirements,  
a hiring freeze or government-funded reduced hours or  
furlough programs?

■■ Put aside the US approach. When a US-based employer 
decides it must do an outside-US RIF, it should put aside its 
American toolkit of practices for conducting a RIF stateside. 
US-honed RIF tools mostly get in the way overseas. For 
example, statistical adverse-impact-selection models and other 
US-style nondiscriminatory selection procedures are all but 
worthless in countries where RIF-selection laws affirmatively 
require factoring in age, marital status or number of children. 
Any multinational project managing a workforce reduction that 

simultaneously affects employee populations both in and 
outside the US should consider bifurcating its RIF plan, using  
a dual US/rest-of-the-world approach. Handle the US prong like 
any US RIF, but simultaneously engineer distinct, yet aligned,  
overseas strategies for each foreign jurisdiction.

To avoid a chaotic, reactive cross-border “collective redundancy” 
fraught with compliance problems and unnecessary costs, 
manage the global RIF project proactively. Create a project plan. 
Work out the timing, the steps, the employee consultation issues 
and the costs on a jurisdiction-by-jurisdiction basis. Account for six 
tiers of laws that could affect a RIF, factoring in all six tiers in each 
affected jurisdiction:

1. Laws reaching individual terminations: We have looked  
at the six categories of termination rules that affect individual 
employment dismissals outside the US. Each employee 
dismissed in a collective layoff presumptively has those same 
rights, unless some exception applies in the collective layoff 
context—but exceptions are rare.

2. RIF-specific severance pay and procedure mandates: Laws  
in many jurisdictions impose special costs and procedures on 
employers doing collective layoffs. For example, laws may 
require enhanced notice or severance pay in a RIF—although,  
as discussed above, there are jurisdictions where an employer 
that can show economic necessity might actually reduce 
per-employee severance pay exposure. Some countries 
(Germany, for example) impose statutory selection procedures 
for determining who gets laid off; in those countries an 
employer may have to account for factors that would be 
inappropriate to consider in the US, like family status, pregnancy 
and age. Some countries (Sweden, for example), require a 
last-in/first-out selection model by job category.

3. Worker representative involvement: Where an employer has  
a workplace bargaining relationship, a proposed layoff is likely  
a mandatory subject of bargaining. In Europe, an employer  
that merely considers a RIF must first sit down and talk to  
(inform, consult, sometimes “co-determine” with) worker 
representatives. That means that in Europe it is illegal to decide 
to do a layoff without first consulting representatives of the  
very people who would get fired. The EU Collective Redundancy 
Directive (75/129/EEC; 92/56/EEC; 98/59/EC) requires EU states 
to mandate “consulting” in good faith with employees with a 
view to reaching agreement—even if the employees have  
no union or representative—on “avoiding,” “reducing” and 
“mitigating” a contemplated RIF. “Social plans” or written 
guarantees memorializing pacts with workers are usually 
necessary. This EU directive expressly reaches a RIF decision 
made by higher-ups at an overseas headquarters, and so to  
this extent the EU rule reaches right into US boardrooms.  
In conducting these required RIF “consultations,” an employer 
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must demonstrate so-called “economic technical and 
organizational” reasons for the RIF. Worker groups and 
government officers may push back, challenging the business 
case. And these consultations must be about the underlying 
decision to do a RIF, not merely the effects (the US labor law 
distinction between “decision” and “effects” bargaining does not 
apply). These consultations take time—up to 75 days, in Italy—
and can be document-intensive. Enforcement of the bargaining 
obligation can be serious: Belgium once famously launched 
criminal proceedings against Renault executives who shut  
down a plant before telling employees. Account for bargaining 
obligations of this sort across all levels of European employee 
representatives, from trade unions to works councils to EU-wide 
European Works Councils, even to health and safety committees 
(which increasingly argue that layoffs are stressful and hence  
bad for employees’ health). Outside Europe, the same core  
issue applies: Bargain, where mandatory.

4. Notice to government agencies: The UK requires that certain 
large-scale staff reductions be notified to the UK Secretary of 
State; Spain requires RIF approval from its “Autonomous 
Community” labor agencies; Argentina requires approval from  
its Ministry of Labor. China, Colombia and other countries also 
impose government notification and approval mandates in the 
RIF context. Check on and comply with government RIF 
disclosure and approval requirements across every affected 
jurisdiction. And expect these government notices to open a 
dialogue, as the local labor agency seeks to temper or avoid  
job cuts. 

5. RIFs in the M&A context: The European Union flatly prohibits 
dismissals motivated by a merger, acquisition, or divestiture by 
asset sale or outsourcing. (EU Transfer of Undertakings directive, 
2001/23/EC, at art. 4(1).) Beyond that, any post-merger RIF must 
account for the stock or asset purchase agreement: Sellers 
increasingly negotiate post-merger layoff restrictions into  
M&A agreements.

6. RIFs in the insolvency/bankruptcy context: Most RIFs get 
done for economic reasons. Where economic pressures push  
an employer into insolvency or bankruptcy, special RIF rules  
may apply. Check applicable bankruptcy/insolvency law.

After inventorying, on a jurisdiction-by-jurisdiction basis, these six 
types of laws that can govern a particular overseas RIF, the next 
“best practice” step is to craft a local RIF “field guide” for each 
affected country that includes: 

■■ Directory of the company’s own on-the-ground local human 
resources staff and labor liaisons

■■ Checklist of applicable local laws affecting RIFs in the jurisdiction

■■ Local timetables and list of required processes (who must  
be consulted? whose approval is required? when and how  
early?—a global RIF may launch on a single start date, but 
inevitably local issues will cause timing to differ by jurisdiction)

■■ Inventory of applicable local individual and collective employment 
agreements and policies, including industry-wide “sectoral” 
collective agreements and company HR policies  
addressing severance

■■ Local consultation strategy (how to confer with employees, 
representatives, government agencies?—inventory the worker 
representative bodies that must be consulted; comply with 
consultation/bargaining obligations with each)

■■ Local public relations and employee communications strategy 
(never announce a downsizing as a fait acompli before 
completing legally required consultations/negotiations with 
employee representatives)

■■ Local selection criteria (what RIF selection rules apply under  
local law/local agreements?)

■■ Quantify severance pay, separation pay/benefits and 
outplacement packages to be offered locally; determine  
whether the RIF context or demonstrable economic  
necessity allows for employer credit under local law

■■ Alignment: Synchronize each country “field guide” with the 
global project plan

Individual employment terminations outside US employment-at-will 
are heavily regulated in ways that surprise those experienced 
mainly with the US. A US multinational in the difficult position  
of having to reduce staff overseas needs to get familiar with the  
ins and outs of applicable termination laws. Come up with a viable 
strategy for employees who agree to separation packages  
in exchange for releases. In the reduction-in-force/“collective 
redundancy” context, jettison any US-honed approach. Craft  
a comprehensive project plan that accounts for overseas laws  
and labor relations realities. 


